NEWSLETTER
October 2015
Chairman – Ron Joynson
The new league season has brought a really good start from Everton and I write
this piece the morning after a really smashing win against Chelsea. It's a warm
welcome to quite a few new West Country Blues members this season and I do
hope they enjoy their trips with us in addition to the positive start from "our boys"
of course.
We must welcome four new players into our first team squad - Tom Cleverley,
Ramiro Funes Mori, Gerard Deulofeu, with a return for Aaron Lennon. I believe
that we have now, a much better group of players on call much strengthened
with the retention of "money can't buy" John Stones.
After yesterday's glorious victory yesterday, we currently lie sixth in the league
having P5 W2 D2 L1 and have played some superb football with plenty of
positive approach in our quest for success. We are on the way to our best
Premier League season to date - I promise you (have you ever known me to tell a fib?)...well we shall see.
There are a couple of super fixtures coming up starting today of course with our old foes from across the Park and Man
Utd ahead of us shortly with hopefully the promise of more joy to come..... Enjoy the read!
The Editor – Mike Williams
A huge Welcome to a whole load of new WCB Members and a first newsletter for this
season, hopefully the football will be attractive enough for you to stay with us. I missed the
first three weeks of the season as I was working in Germany. During this period of enforced
absence I would like to thank Becky, Jacky and Chris for conducting my treasurer duties in
my absence.
Not a whole lot from me really on this occasion although I have included a story of mine of
a trip to Dresden in the early 1990s to watch my other team Borussia Dortmund when I was
stationed in the Fatherland with the then British Army of the Rhine.
I have also included a small piece on John Riley RIP by Ronnie Wilson. I never met John
but from comments on FB etc I can see that he was very much liked and was missed over
the last few seasons.
The WCB website has been updated as you all know. Up until this moment we have over 1200 unique visits, hardly
Facebook standards but never less a good effort. I have purposely made it pretty ‘matter of fact’ to avoid me having to
make changes other than to the latest news and travel and ticket pages. Please visit those pages periodically as I will
update as often as needed. Periodically I will change photographs etc. but again this will be minimal. Please follow us
on Facebook as well.
With my Treasurer hat on I implore you to think carefully about cancelling seats on the bus at the last moment. Becky
and I to a lesser extent work hard at getting the bus on the road to Goodison for match day, but it’s quite frustrating to
have to cancel, add, cancel seats again and even worse cancel match day tickets which becomes a massive burden
on the budget. A special thanks to Craig Hunt who realising he could not travel on the day before the Chelsea game
decided that he would still pay towards the seat he had vacated and also to Matt Keen who made a donation towards
the cost of his untaken seat as well, it goes along way to being able to sustain the club.
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John Riley RIP
John Riley a longstanding member of the Westcountry Blues and its forerunner the South West Everton Supporters
Club (S.W.E.S.C.) passed away in early September after a short illness.John was a true Blue all his life and even kept
some illustrious company when he was a youngster growing up in Runcorn. Ron Wilson penned an article back in
2008 for a Westcountry Blue newsletter and we reproduced it now.
John Riley by Ron Wilson
We have a WCB member who used to keep some
very illustrious company. Take a look at the photo
below, I am sure you will recognise the chap on the
far right, if you don’t you can’t be a real Evertonian,
after all he was the greatest striker in football history.
It is of course our very own Dixie Dean.
Our WCB member also played alongside another
famous Evertonian, Dave Hickson, but Dave did not
take part in this Cup Final, I think our WCB member
was so good he kept him out!!!
John is pictured to the right with the Cannonball Kid
at Goodison Park.
The two photographs that follow were taken at The
Racecourse, Wrexham in 1946 before the Great
Britain Cup Final between the Cheshire Army Cadets
and Glamorgan.
This knockout competition was between Army Cadet Forces covering the whole of Britain so was no ‘Mickey Mouse’
cup. John used to play for the Cheshire Army Cadets who unfortunately lost the final 4-2.
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John told me that after our Dixie hung up his boots he helped coach the Cheshire Army Cadet Force. An added bonus
was the fact that Dixie ran a pub called the Dublin Packet in Chester where the team used to get changed for their
home matches. After the game John was known to have the odd Brown Ale even though he was only sixteen.

John with David Unsworth

John with Joe Royle
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Gentlemen the target for Tonight is Dresden! – Mike Williams

Gentlemen the target tonight is……..Dresden!!!!
This is a cut down version of a story taking from my own British Army website www.greenflash.org.uk
It describes how a small group of football fans from my old Army Unit the 3rd Royal Tank Regiment made regular trips
in the early 1990s from our base in Iserlohn near Dortmund in Germany to follow Borussia Dortmund (BVB) who play
in the German Bundesliga the German equivalent of the English Premiership.
BVB play in the Westfalen Stadium, which at that time had a capacity of about 64,000 and it was always sold out. The
ground now holds 89,000 and is also sold out every home game. If you ever have the opportunity to go….do!

The Sud Tribune at the Westfalen Stadium – Pretty mental!
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It was February 1991 and the first game after the German Leagues winter break. The
Inner German Border had been down a couple of years and BVB were making the long
trek to play FC Dynamo Dresden in the former East Germany. Dynamo Dresden were
previous winners of most East German football competitions as they were a heavily
State funded team. Now, without the backing of the Stasi (State Secret Police) they
were struggling to make any impact against the bigger West German teams.
The journey to Dresden would be long, (approx. an 800 mile round trip) and very much
into the unknown. All in all about 18 people would be making the overnight trip to
Dresden…..considerably fewer than a Bomber Command overnight trip to the same
place in 1943 but never less a good effort. The game was to be played on a Saturday
with a 15.30 kick off time and we left Hemer on the Friday night at about 1700 hrs.
We made our way East stopping at Kassel to refuel. The journey had been fairly drama
free up until that point, and remained so as we crossed the former Inner German Border
point. The roads deteriorated quickly as did the street lighting which became nonexistent. It hampered our progress somewhat and to make things more interesting it
started to snow.....heavily!
After countless toilet stops which left the flaky white snow yellow, we happened across
the East German City of Chemnitz, formally known as Karl Marx Stadt. It was here that
we had planned to find some accommodation of some sort. After parking the mini bus in
a car park and leaving those that were too drunk to move in their seats, the remainder
went off in search of a bed for the night. Having tried a couple of hotels it was clear that
the owners of the hostelries, after years of allowing people to stay for the price of two turnips or one beetroot were
actually going to charge us a King's ransom to stay. A decision was made not to bother as we could sleep in the mini
bus or in sleeping bags which most had brought. A decision was made to go into town and get even more drunk!
Those that stayed in the mini bus were happy enough, until a German Policeman pulled into the car park. The elderly
policeman in his recently issued Green and Tan uniform got out from his Trabant Police car and looked in amazement
at the large Mercedes Mini Bus with colourful scarves hanging from the window. Scratching his beard, he spoke on his
radio presumable telling all at the Police Station that he may need back up...he was possibly right!
A short while after, those that had gone in the search of more ale and a night club came running around the corner
shouting "START THE F******G ENGINNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNE!!!!".
As I turned the key, I saw why!” A fairly large gang of East German youths were chasing the lads looking as if they
were intent on causing injury. As they all clambered into the mini bus, we carried out a very quick head count and then
we wheel span out of the car park as fast as a mini bus could. The human load shifted slightly as everybody still
standing seemed to fall to the back of the bus, which had the effect of stopping it almost, allowing a few dents in the
bodywork from the pretty mad East German gang!
As we raced around the Chemnitz ring road the story of what happened came out. It seems that the lads had entered
a Night club en masse. In bright yellow Dortmund jerseys this was always going to be a problem. The music, which
had been up to that moment quite loud and upbeat slowly died away. The voices of laughter, loud conversation and
singing also slowly died away as the lads made their way to the bar and you could have heard a pin drop. It just kicked
off!
Traveling further East without actually knowing exactly where we were we eventually came upon a rather sleepy, dark
village with its roads covered in virgin snow; It was called Frankenstein(!). Pulling up alongside a bus shelter, we
parked the bus and decided that this would do for the remainder of the night. Those with them, unrolled their sleeping
bags and settled down inside the bus shelter, the remainder stayed in the mini bus and everybody got their heads
down for what remained of the night. The next morning arrived all too quickly, and we awoke to another drab day.
Snow was falling heavily all around and it seemed that Frankenstein's inhabitants were all on their way to work or
something as an endless possession of Wartburgs, Trabants and the odd horse and cart went past, the occupants
staring at us as we cleaned our teeth and washed in snow, carefully avoiding the yellow stuff of course. It was decided
that as we had time we should visit Colditz, situated in the Leipzig, Dresden and Chemnitz triangle.
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Colditz of course was the site of the infamous POW camp during the Second World War, which had housed a couple
of members of 3 RTR. Happily bumbling along we came to the hill overlooking Colditz on the banks of the River Mulde
with the Schloss dominating the town.
Crossing a bridge into Colditz, which
was formally known as the Adolph Hitler
Bridge we came across a huge sign on
the gable end of a house announcing
WILKOMMEN TO STADT COLDITZ on
it. We got off the mini bus and managed
to get a German to take a picture of us
all in out Dortmund shirts and the
various flags suggesting allegiance to
Bristol City, Exeter City, Plymouth
Argyle, Illogan Park RBL solitary flag
saying information stolen from Chemnitz
the previous night. The picture is below
and my lad Christopher is on the
telephone box.
After parking the mini bus we slowly
made our way up the hill to Colditz
Castle. Walking up a cobbled drive way
we approached the main gate. I think most of us were thinking about Robert Wagner, David McCallum and Bernard
Hepton and of course the bad guy Anthony Valentine all stars of the hit 1970s TV programme Colditz. It was noted
that there was quite a bit of building work going on, this
meant that there was some serious scaffolding erected up
the castle walls. Somebody made the comment that why
they found it so difficult to escape with all of the
scaffolding up was unbelievable. The laughter that ensued
was quashed by a grumpy old German woman who came
running out of the Kommandantor, well it used to be, it
was now Reception.
She reminded us in a mixture of German, Prussian,
Russian and Polish that this was now a Mental Institute
and that we should respect the patients who were all
staring down at us from the windows of the
priso....hospital!
In a scene reminiscent of 1941 we were herded into the inner court yard and told to wait. I thought we were going to
be counted but instead a picture of loveliness walked through a door to one side. She announced that she was to be
our tour guide and that she was originally from Poland but spoke fairly good English. Off we went on our tour and
enjoyed a couple of hours being shown all around the Castle. I take my hat off to all that were incarcerated there! After
the tour we returned to the main square and got on the bus.
Leaving Colditz behind, we travelled further East passing
a sign which announced that we were pretty close to
Prague! We also passed a Russian Army camp and with
the possibility of causing WW3 we stopped and took a few
pictures! Cresting a hill we were faced with the sprawling
city of Dresden on a large plain. There was a large grey
smog cloud mixing with the drab low grey snow clouds
over this huge city. We entered Dresden, staring in
wonderment at the way that it had been rebuilt since WW2
after Bomber Command had raised it to the ground. We
never had a clue where we were going, but upon pulling
alongside a small lorry, and offering the driver four cans of
Budweiser to the driver he took us straight to the Rudolph
Harbig Stadium which was the home to FC Dynamo
Dresden. The picture above shows some outside the ground and the little chap is our Christopher.
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Now as football grounds go, this was pretty crap. It was an open bowl with one small roofed area on one side. In here
presumably, used to sit members of the Stasi and other Government Officials.
Word had obviously reached Dresden from
Chemnitz that we were on the way as not only was
there a huge East German Skinhead welcoming
party but also a fairly large contingent of East
German riot police as well. We were shepherded
into one end of the ground joining about 4000
other Dortmund Fans. As we entered the ground
we started to sing "There is only One Bomber
Harris" ...very childish I know but after consuming
at least a Lancaster Bombers payload worth of
beer it was very funny at the time! The game
kicked off, but soon the cold weather began to get
to some of us, and at half time some ventured
back to the bus to have some sleep. Those that
could braved the elements and continued to offer
vocal encouragement where appropriate.
The theme tune to the Dambusters was very
popular as was the second verse of One Bomber
Harris which was the same as the first! Even after offering as much vocal encouragement as we did, the score
remained 0-0 and we faced the prospect of a 7 hour drive back to Iserlohn.
Travel and Ticket Requirements – Becky Martin
If you are a season ticket holder and not attending a game please ensure you let
Becky or Mike Williams know as the coach seat can be offered up to others. If your
season ticket is also desirable we may be able to get rid of that as well. We have already
lost money this season with STH not telling us they are unable to travel – Please help us.
As always, it is advised that you let Becky know as soon as you can when you know which
fixture you wish to attend, this will avoid any last minute requests that could result in failure
to get a ticket or of being allocated a restricted view. Tickets will only be ordered for
members travelling to the match on the WCB coach.
Everton are not obliged to provide a refund on cancelled tickets so in the event that
you cannot attend a game, having ordered a ticket, you may be liable to still pay for
tickets ordered. We would hope your good nature prevails!
Unacceptable Westcountry Blue Dress Sense
It is with great regret that the committee feel the need to make reference to poor
dress sense when the Westcountry Blues are on the road. It is not a written rule, or a
requirement to be sartorially resplendent to the point that you are overdressed but
there comes a time when we feel the need to say NO in the strongest manner
possible!
The example to the left is clearly unacceptable dress sense in the eyes of the
committee. The offender clearly has little regard for fellow supporters or himself. He
did try and defend himself by saying that at least the socks were blue – well we all
know we prefer white socks but with the rest of the attire, long shorts or very possibly
short longs and an absolute no no un-matching pair of chavvy trainers a look that is
just is so very wrong.
REMEMBER YOU DO NOT ONLY REPRESENT YOURSELF BUT YOU
REPRESENT THE WCB AND ‘GARY ‘EVERTON’ NASH’ YOU FAILED QUITE
BADLY!!!!!!
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Wicked Scouse English
Bewdle
Big Girls Blouse
To do ones Block
Bootle Bucks

–
–
–
–

Nose
Pretentious but useless
To lose one’s temper
Roughnecks from Bootle

Buggerlugs
Chuffed
Cabbaged
To Cark it

–
–
–
–

Big Ears
Pleased
Confused
To die or keep a secret

Wanted – Urgently

Gladwys needs a new home
We need a good, kind and honest West Country Blues volunteer, to adopt poor Gladwys and to give her a good warm
home and bring her on the coach to our home games. She currently lives with Ron and Jacky Joynson but constantly
is found either playing on his guitar or riding on her bicycle. Too be fair she is also a little fed up with listening to the
same old story twice…thrice and more. She does however appreciate the rehearsals for the matchday opponent brief
that Ronjovi gives after the Keele stop en route to L4. But the disadvantages seemingly outweigh the advantages and
no matter how many times she has heard the ‘ But I have nice teeth’ tale she simply has to go.
Will a kind soul come forward please to look after her better and bring her to our coach trips. Ideally, you are a
youngster, caring, promise not to sell her on Guy Fawkes night, although if you can get a few Pennies for the Guy take
that as keep!
She stays on the coach whilst we are at the game(and you do not need to pay her travel fee – WCB pick up that tab)
and you have to tell her how well we've done afterwards.
Please put your names to our Chairman. Many thanks.
Everton Miscellaneous
There is a certain amount of legend and myth surrounding the actual events that
led to a black and white striped sweet becoming synonymous with Everton and
being responsible for the nickname the Toffees.
Two sweetshops are involved in this tale of candy based rivalry, the first being Ye
Ancient Everton Toffee House owned by Old Ma Bushell and located near Anfield.
They sold their Everton Toffee to the crowds on the way to watch the team when
they played there and even earlier when the team were based at Priory Road and
Stanley Park. However, when the move from Anfield to Goodison Park happened
in 1892, Everton found themselves closer to another confectioner, Mother Nobletts
Toffee Shop.
Spotting an opportunity, Mother Noblett’s is said to have introduced a toffee with
white sugar stripes and thus was born the Everton Mint that’s still available today.
However, Molly Bushell was not to be outdone, so the story goes, and pulled off a masterstroke by negotiating the
rights to sell her original Everton Toffee within Goodison Park itself. Her Granddaughter, Jemima Bushell wore her
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Sunday best and walked around the ground with a basket selling toffee to the supporters – The modern day Toffee
Lady mascot, a young lady in the blue and white dress who throws sweets to the crowd before very match is said to be
a nod to that tradition.

A slightly less intriguing take on the tale though is that Molly Bushell actually died in 1818, a long time before the
football team was ever formed and that the recipe for the Everton Toffee was simply sold to Mother Nobletts in 1894.
They in turn introduced the white stripes and re-invented the sweet as the Everton Mint still produced today.
Quote of the Month!
Derek Mountfield being interviewed and was talking about the 1984 FA Cup Final:
“The build-up was great, getting your suit fitted. Doing the FA Cup Song, even Howard Kendall getting a stripper for
the front of the bus, it was fantastic. That’s when I realised that I had done something with my life and I am
immensely proud to have been part of it”
Bet your missus will be delighted Degsy!
Merchandise - Stickers
This is the easiest and cheapest way to market the club. Sticker designs are as below and I have loads. Please buy
and distribute around the place. The 2 larger ones are priced at £2 and the smaller square one at £1.50. There is
really minimal profit but what profit there is I will plough back into merchandise.
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Forthcoming Fixtures

Date

Comp

Opponents

Ticket Info

Bus Timings

Premier

Man United

CLOSED

Please see Website

Premier

Arsenal

CLOSED

No Travel to AWAY
games

Premier

Sunderland

Orders Now
Please

Premier

West Ham

19/10/15

No Travel to AWAY
games

Premier

Aston Villa

01/11/15

Please see Website

Premier

AFC
Bournemouth

Limited
Tickets ONLY
07/11/15

Premier

Crystal Palace

14/11/15

Please see Website

Premier

Leicester City

28/11/15

Please see Website

Premier

Newcastle Utd

28/11/15

No Travel to AWAY
games

28/12/15
3 pm

Premier

Stoke City

05/11/15

Please see Website

02/01/16
3 pm

Premier

Spurs

14/11/15

Please see Website

17/10/15
3 pm
24/10/15
5.30 pm
01/11/15
1.30 pm
07/11/15
3 pm
21/11/15
3 pm
28/11/15
3 pm
5/12/15
3 pm
19/12/15
3 pm
26/12/15
3 pm

Notes
Please let us know if you have room
in cars so we can car share

Please see Website

No Travel to AWAY
games

Please let us know if you have room
in cars so we can car share

Please let us know if you have room
in cars so we can car share

Please let us know if you have room
in cars so we can car share
Please note that this Bus will only run
if sufficient numbers show interest in
travel. We will not run a bus at a loss
to the game.
Please note that this Bus will only run
if sufficient numbers show interest in
travel. We will not run a bus at a loss
to the game.

PLEASE REMEMBER
 Once tickets are ordered they have to be paid for unless we can re-sale. FAILURE to do so means that
we lose money.
 STH - PLEASE advise if you are not intending to travel as we can often fill seats. We are trying to avoid
so many games where we actually lose money by not filling the seats.
 If you do book a seat on the coach and do drop out we lose money so PLEASE bear this in mind.
Consider making a donation towards it at least!
 THERE ARE 3 PICK UP/DROP OFF POINTS (J25/J16/J13) AND THERE IS ONE DROP OFF POINT
AT PRIORY ROAD IN L4. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES ARE PASSENGERS TO APPROACH THE
COACH DRIVERS TO MAKE ALTERNATIVE ARRANGEMENTS.
COYB
Twitter: @mikewilliams358
Mike Williams
Mob: 07885738785
Email: michaelwilliams7358@yahoo.co.uk

And lastly there is now a collection tin on the bus – please spare a
few coppers to offset the driver’s tips budget!
If the tin is not obvious just give a few coppers to Mike or Becky!
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